
2019 Jaguar Project 8 "Track
Pack"

£109,950
OVERVIEW

 Mileage
 
13,414 miles

 Fuel Type
 
Petrol

 Engine Size
 
5 l

 Bodystyle
 
Saloon

 Transmission
 
Automatic

 Exterior Colour
 
Valencia Orange

Jaguar Land Rover Classic - United Kingdom
Classic Works, Imperial Road, Ryton-on-Dunsmore, Coventry,

CV8 3LF

Opening Hours

Monday - Thursday 09:00 - 17:00

Friday 09:00 - 15:30

Saturday - Sunday Appointment only

 

DESCRIPTION

Project 8 is the fastest Jaguar saloon ever. Its 5.0 litre supercharged V8 produces 600PS and 700Nm of torque,

making it the most powerful engine ever fitted to a Jaguar road car. Maximum speed is 200mph and 0-60mph takes

just 3.3 seconds. While the car’s 8-speed transmission can manually paddle shift in just 0.2 seconds – faster than

the blink of an eye. Project 8 has achieved the fastest lap ever for a Jaguar on the Nordschleife, faster than any

other four door production-intent sedan in history and faster than many renowned supercars. Total production was

limited to 300 cars worldwide, each one hand-assembled at the SVO Technical Centre in Warwickshire, England.

Engineered to be the world’s most exhilarating sports saloon, Project 8 uses motor sport derived suspension and a

modified All Wheel Drive system for outstanding driver feel and agility. Damper mounts are ball-jointed to improve

response and there are two ride heights – one for the road and a 15mm lower setting for the track. The heart of the

car is Jaguar’s legendary supercharged V8. But speed and driving exhilaration aren’t just about power, Jaguar’s

pioneering Lightweight Aluminium Architecture combined with Project 8’s extensive use of carbon fibre – for the

bonnet, bumpers, fenders, side skirts and front splitter keep weight to a minimum. This particular car is finished in

SVO Premium Palette Orange and has covered thirteen thousand miles. The Project 8 is an incredibly rare car, this

car being rarer still as it has the optional "Track Pack" which includes lightweight front Carbon Fibre Racing Seats

with Four-Point Harnesses fixed to a Harness Retention Hoop in place of the rear seat. This particular example has

been owned by its one and only owner from new and has always been maintained by Jaguar main dealers.

Available directly from Jaguar, with 12 months warranty.

LOCATION

/approved-vehicles/pdf/
/approved-vehicles/pdf/


+44 (024) 7656 6600
classic@jaguarlandrover.com

Saturday - Sunday Appointment only

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information above, however, errors may occur. Do not rely entirely on this
information but confirm with us about items which may affect your decision to purchase.

tel:+4402476566600
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